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			FOR OUR PEOPLE.
FOR OUR CLIENTS.
FOR OUR FUTURE.

We’re not the kind of agency that just accepts change as a constant. We embrace it. And now we’ve evolved our identity to signal that loud and clear. It’s more than a new logo or tagline. It’s our declaration of who we are and what we value. Our commitment to move forward, always, for and with our people and clients. We are Ketchum. Progress at work.

		

	







	
		
		
			
		
	





	
		
			
Planning for 2024


 Ketchum developed a new U.S. Election Navigator offering to help communicators through the election season with insights and real-time counsel. We're here to help our clients protect and promote their brand and company reputation across all stakeholder audiences. Learn more!

		


	






	
		
			
We are excited to welcome Emanate

Emanate is a new division of Ketchum dedicated entirely to influence marketing and helping brands “make the right kinds of waves” with consumers, creators, branded entertainment partners, celebrities, and more. 
		


	





	
		
		
			
		
	






                      
                        
                          
                            
                              
                    GO BEHIND THE SCENES  WITH OUR GLOBAL CMO
Get the inside perspective on our reimagined brand identity from Global CMO & U.S. CEO Jim Joseph.

                      	


                                  

                                

                              

                            

                          

                        

                    




	
		
			WITNESS OUR BRAND’S EVOLUTION
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                                Gillette’s New Routine grooming tutorials gave quarantined viewers grooming guidance when barbershops closed during COVID-19.

                            

	
                        
                            
                            
                            

                            

                            
                                Wendy’s launched their first breakfast menu with an audacious social stunt (involving a competitor’s former chef!) – resulting in increased sales and BILLIONS of media impressions

                            

	
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            

                            
                                Drinking coffee together is a cherished experience in nearly every culture, but COVID-19 disrupted the social occasion at its very core.
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                        NEWS + VIEWS

                        More News + Views
                         
                            
                            
                
                
                

                
                
                                2024 Communications Trends

                            
                            Major shifts in culture, tech, politics, and the economy set the stage for a year that will test the foresight, endurance, and creativity of communications professionals.

                            

                        
 
                            
                            
                            

                            
                            
                                Ketchum Announces New U.S. Election Navigator Offering

                            
                            New York (Nov. 9, 2023) - Leading global communications consultancy Ketchum announced today its new 2024 U.S. Election Navigator offering, designed…

                            

                        
 
                            
                            
                            

                            
                            
                                Ketchum at Cannes 2023: Celebration and Inspiration

                            
                            2023 turned out to be our most-awarded year in Ketchum’s history at the Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity! Our…
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                        LET'S TALK

                    

                    
                        For new business, media inquiries, crisis support and general questions:



                        Contact Us
                    

                    

                        You belong at Ketchum. Find the right opportunity for you!


                        Find a Job Opportunity
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  We use cookies to give you the best online experience, and to analyze our traffic. You consent to our cookies if you continue to use our website. Adjust your cookie settings anytime using our Cookie and Privacy Settings.
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  	This website uses cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognizing you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful. For more information, please visit our Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy.

  	  

  



              
  
    Strictly Necessary Cookies
    
      Strictly Necessary Cookies are enabled at all times so that we can save your preferences for cookie settings and manage your experience on the website.

This website uses Vimeo to play back high resolution video. For more information, please refer to Vimeo's privacy and cookie policy.
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    3rd Party Cookies
    
      This website uses Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager to collect anonymous information such as the number of visitors to the site, and the most popular pages and website features.
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          Please enable Strictly Necessary Cookies first so that we can save your preferences!

        

        
             
    

    
  

  
              
  
    Marketing and Advertising
    
      This website uses Lead Forensics to track website usage for businesses predominantly through IP addresses that are registered to a business as static. We a use persistent cookie for those visitors that is used to further improve the insights we receive from data collected from those business users.

This website uses Google Ads, Twitter, and LinkedIn insights to measure traffic from marketing campaigns. This data is used to customize a visitor's web experience for remarketing and advertising purposes.
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    Cookie Policy
    
      Please visit our Cookie Policy for more information.
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